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matrices Π ∈ PMn (PMn is the set of n × n permutation matrices). For example, the graph matching problem
can be expressed as minΠ∈PMn kA − ΠBΠ> k2F where A
and B are the adjacency matrices of graphs on n vertices.
The Birkhoff polytope B n — the convex hull of the set of
permutation matrices — is frequently used to formulate a
continuous (but not necessarily convex) relaxation of such
problems, which takes the following form:

Abstract
We describe the use of sorting networks to form
relaxations of problems involving permutations
of n objects. This approach is an alternative to relaxations based on the Birkhoff polytope (the set
of n × n doubly stochastic matrices), providing
a more compact formulation in which the only
constraints are box constraints. Using this approach, we form a variant of the relaxation of the
quadratic assignment problem recently studied in
Vogelstein et al. (2015), and show that the continuation method applied to this formulation can be
quite effective. We develop a coordinate descent
algorithm that achieves a per-cycle complexity
of O(n2 log2 n). We compare this method with
Fast Approximate QAP (FAQ) algorithm introduced in Vogelstein et al. (2015), which uses a
conditional-gradient method whose per-iteration
complexity is O(n3 ). We demonstrate that for
most problems in QAPLIB and for a class of synthetic QAP problems, the sorting-network formulation returns solutions that are competitive
with the FAQ algorithm, often in significantly
less computing time.

min f (P ).

P ∈Bn

The conventional way to implement such formulations is
to represent the set B n explicitly via n2 variables (the components of P ), 2n linear constraints, and n2 nonnegativity
bounds, as follows:
B n = {P ∈ Rn×n | P 1 = 1, P > 1 = 1, P ≥ 0},

A permutation problem has the form
min f¯(π)

(3)

where 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)> ∈ Rn . Some algorithms based
on this representation rely on a projection step to remain
within the feasible region; the expense of this step can
be ameliorated by the use of an approximate projection
technique such as Sinkhorn-Knopp balancing (Sinkhorn &
Knopp, 1967). The constraints can also be incorporated
directly within a general optimization framework, such as
an active-set or interior-point method. A conditional gradient (Frank-Wolfe) framework can also be used (Vogelstein
et al., 2015; Zaslavskiy et al., 2009), at a cost of O(n3 ) operations per iteration. It has been noted that maintaining
feasibility of the iterates with respect to these constraints is
typically the bottleneck in these methods.

1. Introduction

π∈P n

(2)

(1)

where P n is the set of all permutations of n objects. Linear and quadratic assignment problems (LAP and QAP, respectively) can be formulated as permutation problems, as
can seriation problems (Fogel et al., 2013). Many NP-hard
problems are special cases of QAP. It is useful to formulate these problems equivalently in terms of permutation
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In this paper, we follow Lim & Wright (2014) in using a
sorting network to replace the permutation matrix. A sorting network is a mechanism for sorting n objects by means
of a composition of pairwise comparators, where each
comparator sorts a single pair of inputs. Sorting networks
for n numbers can in principle be composed of O(n log n)
comparators; practical networks contain O(n log2 n) comparators. Each comparator can be parametrized by a single
scalar x, which takes on the value 1 if it is necessary to
switch the two inputs to put them in the correct order, and
0 otherwise. By relaxing the feasible set for each parameter x from the binary set {0, 1} to the interval [0, 1], we can
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parametrize a practical sorting network in terms of m variables (where m = O(n log2 n)) over the box [0, 1]m . We
can design a sorting network to effect any permutation of n
objects by making appropriate choices of the parameters x
from the binary set {0, 1}m . We note too that any choice of
parameters from the box [0, 1]m yields a matrix in B n . In
fact, the set of matrices traced out by choosing the sorting
network parameters from the box [0, 1]m is a manifold lying within B n that contains all permutation matrices. Thus,
the sorting network yields a relaxation of Problem (1).
A regularization term kx − (1/2)1k22 can be included in the
sorting-network relaxation, whose function is to nudge solutions toward vertices of the feasible box [0, 1]m , and thus
closer to a permutation. By scaling this term with a regularization parameter µ, and gradually altering this parameter
from a positive value to a negative one, the problem can
be transformed from a convex problem to a coordinatewise
strongly concave problem whose global minimizer coincides with the minimum of the original problem. Estimates
of Lipschitz constants for the objective provide information about appropriate choices for the parameter. A continuation method can track the solution as this parameter is
decreased. (We note that negative values of regularization
parameters are slightly atypical, but the use of the terminology “regularization” is still appropriate as this term serves
to force the solution toward a more useful value — a value
at or near a vertex of the feasible box.)
The sorting-network relaxation is nonconvex in general.
However, when the objective f is nonconvex, (as in the
graph matching problem, for example), the Birkhoff polytope relaxation is nonconvex also, even though the feasible
set B n is polyhedral. We note too that any solution of a relaxed problem must be converted via heuristics into an estimate of the solution of the original problem (1). This additional consideration makes it difficult to predict the relative
performance of different relaxation methods. The compact,
nonlinear relaxations based on sorting-networks may thus
be viable alternatives to the simpler but higher-dimensional
relaxation resulting from the Birkhoff polytope.
We demonstrate an application of the sorting-network relaxation is to the classic quadratic assignment problem
(QAP). Our point of comparison is with the nonconvex relaxed quadratic assignment problem formulation from Vogelstein et al. (2015), which uses the Birkhoff polytope and
uses conditional gradient approach to solve the resulting
indefinite quadratic program. We demonstrate an efficient
technique for computing components of the gradient with
respect to the sorting-network parameters, with the purpose
of using these partial gradients in a cyclic coordinate descent framework. These techniques allow us to perform a
full cycle of coordinate descent in complexity O(nm) (that
is, O(n2 log2 n) for practical sorting networks).

We demonstrate empirically that using this continuationbased method with the fast cyclic coordinate subroutine can
converge to a local minimum significantly faster than the
Frank-Wolfe method-based Fast Approximate QAP (FAQ)
from (Vogelstein et al., 2015). In particular, we demonstrate on synthetic QAP instances that even with multiple
heuristics, the run time of cyclic coordinate descent can
be many times faster than FAQ. For quadratic assignment
problems from QAPLIB (Burkard et al., 1997) and some
other synthetic QAP problems, the cyclic coordinate descent method frequently returns an objective value close to
FAQ, with the exception of two problem classes.
It is not our main goal to devise another metaheuristic
for QAP, of which there are already a wide variety (see
Burkard et al. (2012); Loiola et al. (2007) for recent surveys). Rather, we wish to use this important problem class
to demonstrate the effectiveness of sorting-network relaxations for solving certain hard permutation problems.
Outline. We introduce sorting networks in Section 2, describe the mapping φ that is the basis of the relaxation,
and show how the derivatives of φ can be computed efficiently. Section 3 describes the continuation strategy for
tracking the solution as a function of the regularization parameter. Section 4 describes the QAP and the approach
used to solve it in Vogelstein et al. (2015). We also give
details of the cyclic coordinate descent algorithm for solving the sorting-network relaxation. Further implementation
details are given in Section 5 and computational results are
described in Section 6. The supplementary material contains omitted proofs and details on the experiments.
Related Work. The use of sorting networks in optimization problems involving continuous objectives and permutations as the variables draws on the compact extended
formulation of the permutahedron (Goemans, 2015). The
extended formulation relies on a “mixing” constraint at
each comparator, with parameters to describe the amount
of mixing that occurs. Sorting-network relaxations were
employed in the seriation problem (which has a convex objective) in Lim & Wright (2014), but the technique of that
paper applies only to permutations of vectors. The current
paper answers in the affirmative a question raised in Lim &
Wright (2014), about whether sorting-network relaxations
can be devised for more general problems involving optimization over permutations.
The use of continuation methods for nonconvex problems
is popular within the computer vision and machine learning
communities, and it has recently been applied to the QAP.
The approaches for QAP use the Birkhoff polytope and
the fact that the minimum of a concave objective function
over any polytope is attained at extreme points. Zaslavskiy
et al. (2009) derive convex and concave relaxations over the
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Birkhoff polytope for the graph matching problem, which
can be used as a proxy for the QAP. They then solve a
series of problems over a convex combination of the two
problems. Xia (2010) solves a sequence of `2 -regularized
problems over the Birkhoff polytope where regularization
terms −µkP k2F are added to the objective (2), for different
positive values of µ.

2. A Box-Constrained Framework based on
Sorting Networks
A sorting network on n elements is a sequence of m pairwise comparators C
=
{(α1 , β1 ), (α2 , β2 ), . . . , (αm , βm )} that defines the
following sorting algorithm for a sequence of n elements:
At the kth round, compare the αk th and βk th item in
the sequence (where αk and βk are both integers in
the range 1, 2, . . . , n, with αk < βk ) and switch the
position of the elements if and only if the βk th element
is smaller. The AKS sorting network (Ajtai et al., 1983)
has size m = O(n log n), and is the most compact
option for extremely large n. Practical sorting networks
with simple recursive constructions such as the bitonic
sorter or odd-even mergesort (Batcher, 1968) have size
m = O(n log2 n). Sorting networks are frequently
depicted as a series of wires and comparators; Figure 1
illustrates a small bitonic network.

Here, we have M k (1) = I (corresponding to “no swap” of
the αk and βk elements) whereas M k (0) is the permutation matrix that “swaps” elements αk and βk . The matrix
M k (xk ) is invertible if and only if xk 6= 0.5. Given any
n × n matrix Y , it takes only O(n) operations to update
Y to (M k (xk ))−1 Y (if xk 6= 0.5) or M k (xk )Y , since we
only have to update two rows in each case.
The derivative of M k with respect to its argument is a rankone matrix v k (v k )> , where


i = αk ,
1
k
vi = −1 i = βk ,
(5)


0
otherwise.
The following function φ : Rm → Rn×n defines the composition of the transformations M k (xk ) across the full network:
φ(x) := M m (xm )M m−1 (xm−1 ) . . . M 1 (x1 ),
The image {φ(x) | x ∈ [0, 1]m } includes all permutation
matrices, since the sorting network allows us to pick a binary x to represent any permutation. The image is in general a strict subset of the Birkhoff polytope: It is easy to verify that φ(x)1 = 1 and φ(x)> 1 = 1 for any x ∈ [0, 1]m ,
and it is also clear that φ(x) ≥ 0.
The following property of the mapping φ will be useful.
Lemma 2.1. kφ(x) − φ(y)kF ≤ 2kx − yk1 .
We can use the mapping φ to replace the argument P in
the formulation (2). After adding a regularization term
µ ∈ R, we obtain the following sorting-network-based formulation:
min g(x; µ) = f (φ(x)) + µkx − (1/2)1k22 .

x∈[0,1]m

Figure 1.
A bitonic sorting network on 4 variables composed of the sequence of comparators
{(1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4)}.
The numbers
on the wires illustrate the sorting process for the input sequence
(4, 3, 1, 2).

With each comparator (αk , βk ) in the sorting network we
can associate a variable xk ∈ [0, 1] that defines how the
outputs from the comparator are defined as a mixture of the
inputs. Using this notation, we can represent this comparator as an elementary matrix M k (xk ), whose (i, j) element
is defined as follows:

i = j, i 6= αk , βk ,

1

x
i
= j, i, j ∈ {αk , βk },
k
k
Mij
(xk ) :=
(4)
(1 − xk ) i 6= j, i, j ∈ {αk , βk },



0
otherwise.

(6)

The regularization term µ allows us to develop a continuation-based approach in later sections, which works by gradually decreasing µ to transform (6) from convex to concave.
If f has gradients with Lipschitz constant Lf , we can derive Lipschitz constants for the gradient of the composed
function f (φ) by applying Lemma 2.1.
|∇f (φ(x)) − ∇f (φ(y))| ≤Lf kφ(x) − φ(y)kF
≤2Lf kx − yk1
(7)
√
(8)
≤2 mLf kx − yk2 .
√
√
Inequality (8) ensures that if µ > mLf or µ < − mLf ,
then Problem (6) is strongly convex or strongly concave respectively. Inequality (7) shows that |µ| > Lf suffices for
coordinatewise convexity or concavity, that is, the function
restricted to a single coordinate for any coordinate is convex or concave. Coordinatewise concavity guarantees that
the global solutions for Problems (1) and (6) coincide.
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Proposition 2.2. Suppose the objective g(x; µ) in Problem
(6) is coordinatewise strongly concave. Then any point x̂
that is coordinatewise minimal leads to a permutation matrix φ(x̂). Any φ(x∗ ) corresponding to a global minimum
x∗ is a solution to the original Problem (1).

3. A Continuation-Based Algorithm for
Obtaining a Permutation.
The continuation method, sometimes also known as graduated nonconvexity or the homotopy method, is a wellknown technique used to solve difficult problems. Instead
of tackling the target problem directly, the method solves
a series of subproblems, using the approximate solution of
each subproblem to initialize the next one. In our case,
the continuation method begins from a convex problem and
gradually transforms it to a problem equivalent to the original hard nonconvex problem, the intuition being that the
sequence of solutions gradually follows a path to a good
solution for the original problem.
To define a continuation-based algorithm, we need to determine the sequence of subproblems and the method for
solving each subproblem. In this paper, we use cyclic coordinate descent with exact minimization to solve each subproblem. We terminate the cyclic coordinate descent when
the objective value fails to meet a sufficient decrease criteria. The subproblems in our formulation depend on the
regularization term µ. We know from Proposition 2.2 that
once µ < −Lf , the problem is coordinatewise strongly
concave, so that cyclic coordinate descent finds a binary
vector x. If we choose to further decrease µ once we have
found a binary x, the new solution would not move.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose g(·; µ) is coordinatewise
strongly concave. Then cyclic coordinate descent with exact minimization reaches a binary x in finitely many steps.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose binary vector x is coordinatewise minimal for g(x; µ0 ). For any µ < µ0 , x is still a
coordinatewise minimum for g(x; µ).
The proof of Proposition 3.2 follows directly from symmetry of the regularization term around 0.5. Note that any coordinatewise minimal point is also a stationary point, hence
no first-order method will find a new point.
By considering both Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we know that
we should not decrease µ beyond −Lf more than once.
This gives us a lower bound for µ. Proposition 3.2 also
provides an early termination criteria for the algorithm.
Remaining issues are to determine the starting value of µ,
and how to update µ between subproblems. For continuation methods, it is typical to set the initial µ to make the
problem easy (that is, convex or strongly convex), but empirically we have observed that it good computational re-

sults can be obtained by using 0 as the initial value of µ,
and decreasing it by a constant value between each subproblem. The approach is specified in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Continuation Algorithm for (12)
Input: g : [0, 1]m → R, x ∈ Rm , µ, c, µmin < −Lf −c,
dec , bin
repeat
repeat
x0 ← x
x ← one cycle of coordinate descent on x0
until g(x0 ; µ) − g(x; µ) < dec
if µ > µmin then
µ←µ−c
else
break
end if
until kx − round(x)k2 < bin
return round(x)

4. A Box-Constrained Relaxation of the QAP
and Fast Cyclic Coordinate Descent
The classic quadratic assignment problem (QAP), as formulated by Koopmans and Beckmann, can be written as
follows:
minn

Π∈P

n
n X
X

aij bπi πj = A, ΠBΠ> .

(9)

i=1 j=1

This problem is NP-hard and can be used to model problems such as facility location, graph partitioning, the traveling salesman problem, and many other combinatorial optimization problems. There is a wealth of research on this
topic, and we refer the reader to some of the comprehensive
surveys available (Loiola et al., 2007; Pardalos & Wolkowicz, 1994).
In this paper, we focus on a particular continuous relaxation
to the problem studied by Vogelstein et al. (2015), who define the following relaxation over the Birkhoff polytope:
min A, P BP > = hAP, P Bi .

P ∈Bn

(10)

This formulation is referred to in Vogelstein et al. (2015)
as the indefinite relaxed QAP formulation. Its nonconvex
quadratic objective makes finding the global minimum an
intractable task, in general. Vogelstein et al. (2015) introduce a Frank-Wolfe-based fast approximate QAP (FAQ) algorithm for finding local minima, in which each iteration
requires solution of a linear assignment problem, an O(n3 )
operation. The Hessian of the objective is given by the sum
of Kronecker produts B ⊗ A + A> ⊗ B > , so the Lipschitz
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we write the gradient with respect to xk as the sum of the
following two terms:

constant associated with the gradients is given by

max
min
max
LrQAP = max {|λmin
A |, |λA |} · {|λB |, |λB |}
(11)

AM m . . . M k+1 v k (v k )> M k−1 . . . M 1 , φ(x)B , (13)

where · denotes the elementwise product of the sets and
λmin
and λmax
are the smallest and largest eigenvalues of
U
U
U respectively.

Aφ(x), M m . . . M k+1 v k (v k )> M k−1 . . . M 1 B , (14)

The sorting-network formulation corresponding to (10) is
min m hAφ(x), φ(x)Bi + µkx − (1/2)1k22 .

x∈[0,1]

(12)

This formulation has a multiquadratic objective function:
The exponent for each variable in each term is at most 2. To
our knowledge, box-constrained multiquadratic programming has not been studied in the literature. From equations
(7) and (11) we know that setting |µ| > LrQAP makes this
formulation coordinatewise strongly convex or concave.
Evaluating the objective function takes O(nm) time for
this problem, because each of the m multiplications by matrices M k (xk ), k = 1, 2, . . . , m required to form Aφ(x)
and φ(x)B takes O(n) operations, while the inner product
in (12) requires O(n2 ). Computing the derivative with respect to an arbitrary coordinate can take up to O(nm) operations. However, as we describe below, the form of the objective function can be exploited to compute one complete
cycle of the cyclic coordinate descent method in O(nm)
time. (In the supplementary material, we show how this
structure also allows us to evaluate a full gradient in O(nm)
operations, and the Hessian matrix in O(m2 ) operations.)
A fast implementation of the cyclic coordinate descent
method for (12). The cyclic coordinate descent method
(sometimes known as the Gauss-Seidel method) performs
the following update to the kth coordinate on the ith cycle:
i+1
i
i
xi+1
← argmin g(xi+1
1 , . . . , xk−1 , ξ, xk+1 , . . . , xm ; µ).
k
ξ∈[0,1]

There are a few reasons to adopt a cyclic coordinate descent approach for our problem over other first-order methods. First, the multiquadratic form of the objective (12)
means that the function is simply a quadratic along each
coordinate. Once we obtain the coefficients that define the
quadratic, we can efficiently find the exact minimizer. Second, the form of the function φ allows us to determine the
coefficients of the quadratic incrementally and efficiently.
Recalling the definition (4), we can express the objective of
(6) (when µ = 0) as follows:
AM m (xm ) . . . M 1 (x1 ), M m (xm ) . . . M 1 (x1 )B
(For notational convenience, we omit the argument from
the M k (xk ) terms when xk can be inferred.) We will compute the coefficients of the quadratic form along each coordinate from the first and second derivatives. Using (5),

while the second derivative with respect to xk is
2 · (v k )> M k+1 . . . M m AM m . . . M k+1 v k ,
(v k )> M k−1 . . . M 1 BM 1 . . . M k−1 v k .

(15)

We now demonstrate how to compute the coordinatewise
first and second derivatives incrementally, coordinate by
coordinate. Consider (13) (the analysis for (14) is similar).
After rearranging, and using such properties of the inner
product as hAB, Ci = hA, CB > i, this term equals
M k+1 . . . M m AM m . . . M k+1 v k ,
M k (xk )M k−1 . . . M 1 BM 1 . . . M k−1 v k ,

(16)

which by defining
S k := M k+1 M k+2 . . . M m AM m . . . M k+2 M k+1
T k := M k−1 M k−2 . . . M 1 BM 1 . . . M k−2 M k−1 ,
can be written as
hS k v k , M k (xk )T k v k i.

(17)

After updating xk to x0k and using M k := M k (x0k ) in the
definition of T k+1 , we can write the analogue of (17) for
the next coordinate k + 1 as follows:
S k+1 v k+1 , M k+1 (xk+1 )T k+1 v k+1

(18)

Suppose xk+1 6= 0.5.
To compute (18) after computing (16), we need to compute S k+1 =
(M k+1 )−1 S k (M k+1 )−1 and T k+1 = M k T k M k (both
O(n) operations), perform several other O(n) matrixvector operations, and finally form an inner product (also O(n)). Note that the initial value S 0 =
M 1 M 2 . . . M m AM m . . . M 2 M 1 requires O(nm) operations to compute, a similar cost to the subsequent sweep
through the coordinates.
If xk+1 = 0.5, we can no longer apply the above procedure since the matrix M k+1 is not invertible. We can
circumvent this issue by storing explicitly the columns of
AM m . . . M k+1 that differ from AM m . . . M k . In practice, we would also store the columns instead of computing
the inverse when xk+1 is very close to 0.5 to avoid numerical issues. Similar procedures to those just described can
be used to compute the second term (14) and the Hessian
(15). We summarize the approach in Algorithm 2, and the
iteration complexity is described in the following result.
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Algorithm 2 A cycle of cyclic coordinate descent for (12)
Input: comparison coefficients x, matrices A, B ∈
Rn×n and regularization coefficient µ
S←A
for i = m to 1 do
S ← M i SM i
end for
// S = φ(x)> Aφ(x) at the end of the loop
T ←B
for i = 1 to m do
S ← (M i )−1 S(M i )−1
a ← 2 · (v i )> Sv i , (v i )> T v i
b ← Sv i , M i T v i + (v i )> S, (v i )> T M i
a ← a + µ, b ← b + µ(x − 0.5)
xi ← arg miny 12 ay 2 + (b − axi )y y ∈ [0, 1]
M i ← M i (xi )
T ← M iT M i
end for
Theorem 4.1. Each cycle of the cyclic coordinate descent
method can be performed in O(nm) time. The amount
of additional memory used is O(n2 + nd), where d =
|{i | xi = 0.5}|.
In general there is no convergence guarantee for cyclic coordinate descent with exact minimization for nonconvex
problems — Powell (1973) provides a well-known example
in R3 where all the limit points of the iterates of cyclic coordinate descent are not stationary points. Nonetheless, we
chose to use this over variants with guarantees like random
coordinate descent (Patrascu & Necoara, 2014), or cyclic
coordinate descent with a proximal term (Grippo & Sciandrone, 2000) due to the better empirical performance.

5. Additional Implementation Details
We supplement the basic approach of Algorithm 2 with various other features and heuristics.
Choice of sorting network. As with Lim & Wright
(2014), we find that using bitonic sorting networks
(Batcher, 1968) in our experiments gives us good empirical performance. These sorting networks have a size of
O(n log2 n) and can be constructed using a simple recursive algorithm in O(n log2 n) time.
In addition, having additional comparators in a sorting network may allow us to make additional swaps that improve
the objective value. We have found in our experiments
that randomly adding comparators can significantly improve performance. We choose index pairs (αk , βk ), k =
1, 2, . . . , m0 at random from {1, 2, . . . , n} × {1, 2, . . . , n}
and append these pairs to the list of comparators defined
by the bitonic network. There is a trade-off in performance
improvement and running time when adding comparators.

We found that setting the number m0 of new comparators
to m works well in practice.
Multiple restarts. The nonconvexity of formulations (9)
and (12) means that both methods often terminate at stationary points which could be far from the global optimum.
To improve the quality of the local solutions that are identified, we restart the methods multiple times with different
starting points. (Vogelstein et al. (2015) employ this technique, with good results.) We can also permute the rows
and columns of A differently for each restart of the algorithm, since the behavior of the function φ(x) is not invariant to such rearrangements.
Finding a permutation that is locally optimal (up to a
single swap) using coordinate descent. The following
method ensures that the permutation φ(x) computed by our
method is at least as good as all permutations that differ
from φ(x) by at most one swap. After obtaining a permutation, instead of directly terminating the continuation
algorithm, we rearrange the rows and columns of A and B
according to this permutation. We then define a sorting network in which the list of comparators consists of every pair
of elements from {1, 2, . . . , n}, and set x = 1. We then
resume the continuation algorithm using this new sorting
network. If the cyclic coordinate descent algorithm results
in no change to the initial value x = 1, we know that no
single swap could have improved the objective, so we can
terminate safely. Otherwise, we repeat this process.
Using this ‘full’ sorting network of size O(n2 ) may be
slow, and we can cap the number of iterations with this network to ease the computational burden. Alternatively, we
can generate a smaller random sorting network by choosing m0 index pairs at random (m0 controls the trade-off between local optimality and runtime) and forming a composition of the comparators defined by these pairs. (The resulting list of comparators is not strictly speaking a sorting
network, since it is not guaranteed to sort all inputs.)

6. Numerical Results
Vogelstein et al. (2015) demonstrate that FAQ outperforms
other approximate QAP methods, so we focus on comparing our continuation-based approach against the FAQ algorithm on quadratic assignment problems from the literature. We report on both the objective values attained and
the running time.
Setup. The experiments were run in MATLAB 8.4, limited to a single thread.
For the
FAQ algorithm, we used the MATLAB implementation provided by Vogelstein et al. (2015) at
github.com/jovo/FastApproximateQAP, and
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used the default stopping criteria provided there. Since
the runtime for FAQ algorithm is sometimes long, and it
often does not make much progress after a certain point,
we capped the number of Frank-Wolfe iterations at 10 or
30. (We denote these two variants by FAQ10 and FAQ30,
respectively.) The FAQ codes did not converge within their
limits of 10 and 30 iterations, but the objective did not
improve significantly beyond 30 iterations.
Heuristics or other local search methods that were developed for QAP can improve the performance of these algorithms, but a detailed analysis of how to compose heuristics is beyond the scope of this paper. In this paper we
only consider a simple greedy pairwise swap heuristic.
In this approach, we iterate through all possible pairwise
swaps until we find a swap that improves the objective,
then perform that swap. In the main paper we consider
FAQ10+G/FAQ30+G, which applies the following greedy
pairwise swap heuristic up to 30 times after FAQ10/FAQ30
terminates.
We implemented the continuation method with the
fast cyclic coordinate descent algorithm in MATLAB.
(A straightforward translation of the code into MATLAB/MEX gives us a significant speed-up, but we keep the
code in pure MATLAB for a fairer timing comparison with
the MATLAB implementation of FAQ.)
We consider multiple variants of coordinate descent with
different features/heuristics applied, and collectively√refer
to them as CD. We set dec = 0.1% and bin = 0.1 n in
Algorithm 1. The features we consider are continuation
(C), sorting network heuristic for local optimality (RS and
FS, for random and full sorting network, respectively), and
the greedy swap heuristic from above (G). For simplicity,
we focus primarily in the main paper on CD+C+RS: Coordinate descent with continuation and random sorting networks of size O(n log2 n). We decrease µ by LrQAP /10
between subproblems (see (11) for the definition of LrQAP ),
and terminate after solving the problem for two successive
values of µ less than −LrQAP . In each run, we let the algorithm apply the new sorting network heuristic up to 3
times. The use of random sorting networks instead of fullsized sorting networks (with O(n2 ) comparators) provides
an objective value that is very slightly worse, with significantly better scaling with n.

QAPLIB Problems. We compare the objective values
and timings achieved by FAQ and CD on problems from
QAPLIB (Burkard et al., 1997), the canonical library of
QAP problems, which has 137 problems with sizes varying from n = 10 to n = 256. Each method was run 100
times, and we compare the objective values corresponding
to the best result and the median. We take the best or median solution obtained out of 100 runs for each method and

compare them to the global optimal or best known solution
in the literature. We compute the optimality gap, the difference between the objective value obtained and the best
known solution normalized by the best known solution. We
also compare the difference in average running time.
In the main paper, we focus on comparing CD+C+RS with
FAQ10, FAQ30, and FAQ30+G, as summarized in Table 1.
We also briefly discuss FAQ10+G and other variants of CD.
We focus first on the objective values obtained. Overall, for
a majority of the instances the objective values obtained
by CD and the FAQ methods are within a few percent of
each other. CD+C+RS is better than FAQ10 for 12 families, FAQ30 for 6 families, and FAQ30+G for one family.
The performance of FAQ improves significantly when the
maximum number of iterations is increased from 10 to 30,
and again when the greedy swap heuristic is applied. In particular, while CD+C+RS significantly outperforms FAQ10
and FAQ30 on chr, els, the greedy swap heuristic allows FAQ30+G to attain a performance close to or better than CD+C+RS. We note that CD+C+RS outperforms
FAQ10+G for 5 families. Except for lipa b and ste,
CD+C+RS always provides a gap that is close to or better
than the other methods.
For the running time, CD+C+RS generally does much better. Besides beating FAQ10 on a majority of instances
and FAQ30/FAQ30+G for all instances, CD+C+RS is never
worse by more than a few times, whereas FAQ10 and
FAQ30 can be more than 100 times slower (see the bur and
els problems). FAQ10 is approximately three times faster
than FAQ30, and the time difference between FAQ10 and
FAQ10+G is roughly the same as the difference between
FAQ30 and FAQ30+G.
We briefly describe a few observations of the other CD variants. Using the full sorting network compared to a random
O(n log2 n) network in the heuristic leads to a slightly better objective value in terms of objective value without significantly affecting overall running times. (At small n the
choice of new sorting networks has little or negligible effect on running time.) Applying the greedy swap heuristic
to CD makes a much smaller difference if the new sorting network heuristic is used. Applying the greedy swap
heuristic is often much more time-consuming than applying the new sorting network heuristic for these instances.
Synthetic QAP Problems. To understand better how the
running times and objective values scale with problem size,
we turn to the QAP generators described in Taillard (1995).
These problems have A matrices are Euclidean distance
matrices and B matrices are randomly generated with many
zero elements. (Further details appear in the supplementary
material.) For n = 300, 400, . . . , 1000, we generated one
instance each of size n and ran each algorithm 10 times
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Type Num
n
CD+C+RS
BUR
8
26
.12
CHR
14 12--25
6.84
ELS
1
19
4.21
ESC
20 16--128
.08
HAD
5
12--20
.00
KRA
3
30--32
1.75
LIPA A 8
20--90
.95
LIPA B 8
20--90
7.92
NUG
15 12--30
.43
ROU
3
12--20
.22
SCR
3
12--20
.00
SKO
13 42--100
1.03
STE
3
36
3.63
TAI
28 10--256
1.30
THO
3 30--150
1.54
WIL
2
50,100
.48

Average Percent Optimality Gap
Best of 100 Runs
Median of 100 Runs
FAQ30 FAQ30+G CD+C+RS
FAQ10
FAQ30 FAQ30+G
FAQ10
.08
.06
.04
.78
.27
.19
.08
18.72
9.32
5.90
39.92
77.50
57.76
33.91
25.89
22.96
4.56
27.60
77.60
67.39
19.15
.00
2.02
9.82
5.34
2.36
.73
.05
.39
.15
.05
.39
3.77
.77
.37
2.46
.06
.00
5.13
7.28
5.20
4.62
.66
1.50
2.23
1.76
1.35
1.79
1.02
.00
.00
.00
19.03
15.07
4.93
4.90
.62
.03
.03
3.46
5.04
2.35
1.85
.48
4.67
8.45
4.68
3.74
1.58
.49
3.94
2.66
.24
7.04
19.36
15.24
8.16
1.15
.28
2.18
2.18
1.23
.94
.34
2.75
1.10
.53
14.77
13.37
8.78
7.80
2.90
1.53
1.08
5.50
9.23
6.01
4.71
.35
3.62
3.39
2.04
1.88
1.37
.38
.61
.51
.54
.13
.09
1.20
1.39

Average Timing Ratio
(compared with CD+C+FS)
FAQ30 FAQ30+G
FAQ10
724.04 1895.26 1897.04
.91
1.99
2.38
394.71
956.55
957.50
.37
1.06
1.24
1.02
3.09
3.39
2.67
9.03
9.42
.28
1.80
2.50
2.23
1.60
1.98
3.98
1.29
3.72
.74
2.19
2.39
.88
2.46
2.75
2.01
5.29
6.57
2.25
6.13
6.65
17.94
66.33
67.48
8.23
2.47
6.95
2.38
6.47
8.35

Table 1. Performance of CD+C+RS, FAQ10, FAQ30 and FAQ+G on QAPLIB instances, aggregated by family of instances. For each
family, we take the average optimality gap and the average ratio of the timing of each method to CD+C+RS. The highlighted cells
indicates cases where CD+C+RS outperforms that entry.

on each instance. In Figure 2 we compare CD+C+RS,
FAQ10+G, and FAQ30+G in terms of the average run time
and the gap between the average objective value obtained
and the best objective value out of all runs of FAQ30+G.

algorithm is much faster, by a factor of about 20 over
FAQ10+G and about 60 over FAQ30+G. Using a full sorting network heuristic has worse scaling effects in terms of
the run time. CD+C+FS and CD+FS scale at a rate that is
approximately O(n3 ), which is the complexity of one cycle
of coordinate descent on a O(n2 ) sorting network, while
the other methods scale similarly at a rate that is closer to
O(n2 ).

7. Conclusion
We have introduced a novel, compact relaxation for hard
permutation problems that reduces the constraints to simple box constraints. These constraints are significantly easier to enforce than those encountered in the Birkhoff polytope relaxation. By incorporating a regularization term, we
can gradually alter the problem to a coordinatewise concave problem, where the global minimizer coincides with
the original problem.

Figure 2. Comparison of CD+C+RS, FAQ10+G, and FAQ30+G
for synthetic QAP instances.

For the objective values, FAQ10+G performs worst, followed by CD+C+RS, with FAQ30+G best. The CD+C+RS

Using the QAP as an example, we show that the structure
of the resulting parametrization can be leveraged to derive
fast cyclic coordinate descent algorithms. Our algorithm
takes only O(n) time per coordinate or O(n2 log2 n) per
cycle, which has better per-iteration complexity than existing methods over the Birkhoff polytope. We develop a
continuation-based method for finding a permutation using
the new parametrization. Empirical results show that for
many problems from QAPLIB, this algorithm can find solutions of quality comparable with the approach of Vogelstein et al. (2015), and significantly faster. A natural goal
would be extend this relaxation to other hard permutation
problems of interest.
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